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Materials and Methods 

Participants: Forty White participants (20 females, age: M ± SD, 21.75 ± 3.60 years old, range: 
19–32 years old) were recruited from the local university community. The study was approved 
by the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board and all participants gave informed 
consent. Data from 17 additional participants were excluded from further analyses because they 
did not enter slow-wave sleep (n = 12), reported hearing sound cues during sleep (n = 4), or an 
EEG data file was corrupted (n = 1). Data were collected from two independent samples, 
allowing for a direct replication. Data from sample-1 (n = 21) were collected during June–July 
2014; data from sample-2 (n = 19) were collected during February–March 2015. On the day 
before the experiment, all participants were reminded via email that they should wake up at least 
2 hours earlier than usual and refrain from caffeine the next day.  

Stimuli: Neutral face stimuli (Black and White, both genders) were chosen from the Eberhardt 
Lab Face Database, the NimStim Face Stimulus Set, and the Karolinska Directed Emotional 
Faces (32, 33). Word stimuli (categorized as good, bad, science, or art) were chosen from the 
literature on implicit racial bias and gender stereotypes (8, 25, 34). Different stimulus sets were 
used in the baseline administration of Implicit Attitude Tests (IATs), the counterbias training, the 
sound cue–retrieval task, and the subsequent IATs. Words used in both the test and the training 
sessions are provided below: 
 

Good/bad words used in the racial-bias IATs: Paradise, Freedom, Harmony, Smile, 
Cheer, Sunrise, Disaster, Vomit, Bomb, Cancer, Rotten, Coma  
 

Good/bad words used in the counter–racial bias training: Heaven, Pleasure, Sunshine, 
Miracle, Honor, Evil, Murder, Grief, Poison, Virus,  
 

Science/art words used in the gender-bias IATs: Geology, Physics, Einstein, Experiment, 
NASA, Biology, Poetry, Literature, Shakespeare, Symphony, English, Humanities  
 

Science/art words used in the counter–gender bias training: Science, Chemistry, Math, 
Geometry, Engineering, Dance, Theater, Drama, History, Music 

Procedure: All participants completed the following procedures: (i) baseline IATs, ~10 min; (ii) 
counterbias training sessions with sound cues, ~30 min; (iii) EEG set-up, ~20 min; (iv) prenap 
IATs, ~10 min; (v) sound cue–retrieval task, ~5 min; (vi) 90-min nap plus a 10-min break; (vii) 
postnap IATs, ~10 min; and (viii) 1-week delayed IATs, ~10 min. For the delayed tests, 38 out 
of 40 participants returned. Among these, 31 participants returned after 7 days, and the 
remaining returned either 6 (n = 3), 8 (n  = 2), 9 (n  = 1), or 10 days later (n  = 1). All tests were 
conducted between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., with the nap starting between 12:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Experimenters were blind to the cueing conditions during IAT administrations. Speed and 
accuracy were emphasized equally during all tasks.   

 Baseline Implicit Bias Assessments. Participants completed two IATs, a racial-bias IAT 
and a gender-stereotype IAT. Both IATs were structured in the seven-block version [see 
reference (26) for task structure details]. Twenty-one participants completed the racial IAT first 
and 19 completed the gender IAT first. In the racial IAT, participants performed a categorization 
task that included good and bad words randomly mixed with White and Black male faces. In the 
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gender-stereotype IAT, participants performed a similar task but with science and art words 
randomly mixed with White female and male faces. On each trial, a single stimulus was 
presented centrally until a correct response was registered (onset 150 ms after prior response). If 
an incorrect response was registered, an error feedback “X” was presented on the screen until 
participants gave the correct response. Participants were instructed to make a categorization 
response as quickly and accurately as possible. There were always two response buttons (buttons 
“E” and “I” on a keyboard), but button assignments alternated across assessment blocks (each 
with 60 trials). Assignments were either consistent or inconsistent with the typical bias. In the 
former case, one button was used for White+good (or male+science) and the other for Black+bad 
(or female+art). In the latter case, one button was used for Black+good (or female+science) and 
the other for White+bad (or male+art). Implicit racial or gender bias was inferred when 
categorization responses were quicker and more accurate in blocks with button assignments that 
were consistent with the typical bias compared with blocks with button assignments that were 
inconsistent with the typical bias. 

To quantify IAT results, a D600 score was calculated as the dependent variable following 
a conventional algorithm (26). First, response times (RTs) shorter than 300 ms or longer than 3 s 
were deleted (<1%). Second, RTs for correct responses were averaged separately for blocks with 
button assignments consistent with the typical bias and for blocks with button assignments 
inconsistent with the typical bias. Third, we calculated the standard deviation of the RT 
distributions from correct trials of both consistent and inconsistent blocks combined. Fourth, any 
incorrect responses were replaced with the mean RT associated with that particular block plus a 
600-ms penalty (26). Fifth, the means of consistent and inconsistent blocks were calculated 
separately including RTs of incorrect responses with the error penalties. Sixth, the RT 
differences between the consistent and the inconsistent blocks (RTinconsistent - consistent) from step 
five were divided by the inclusive standard deviation obtained from step three. The result of step 
six was the D600 score (26). A larger D600 score indicates a stronger implicit social bias. The 
measure does not indicate whether there is also an explicit social bias, or whether there are 
interactions between processing related to implicit and explicit measures of social bias. 

 Counterbias Training with Sound Cues: Participants completed a counter–racial bias 
training session and a counter–gender bias training session, and the order of the two sessions was 
counterbalanced (counter–racial bias training first for 20 participants and counter–gender bias 
training first for 20 participants). During each training session, participants were presented with 
360 trials (divided into 3 blocks each followed by a short break, and with trials separated by an 
interstimulus interval of 1 s). Half of the trials were counterbias face+word pairs: Black+good or 
female+science. On each of these trials, the participant was required to press the spacebar. 
Critically, participants were informed that if they made a quick and accurate response to a 
counterbias pair, correct feedback would be given in the form of a 1-s sound from a speaker (for 
this purpose, quick responses were those made within 800 ms, though participants were not 
directly informed of this specific response deadline). One of the two training sounds, sound-a or 
sound-b, (Sounds S1 and S2, respectively) was used for this feedback in each counterbias 
training session (counterbalanced across subjects; sound-a was used in counter–racial bias 
training for half of the participants, and in counter–gender bias training for the remaining 
participants; sounds and other stimuli are available from the first author upon request). The 
remaining trials were fillers that required no response. Filler trials included 60 trials in each of 
three categories: Black+bad; White+good; and White+bad (counter–racial bias training) or 
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female+art; male+science; and male+art (counter–gender bias training). Filler trials were 
included so that participants actively discriminated between counterbias and filler trials, with an 
emphasis on selecting counterbias trials. 

 EEG Setup. After counterbias training, an EEG cap with 21 electrodes was applied. EOG 
and EMG electrodes were also attached to monitor eye movement and muscle activity. 
Continuous EEG was recorded from International 10–20 locations Fpz, Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz, Fp1/2, 
F3/4, F7/8, C3/4, P3/4, T3/4, T5/6, and O1/2. Two electrodes were placed to monitor eye 
movements, one below the left eye and the other next to the right eye for recording the vertical 
and horizontal EOG; one electrode was placed on the chin to record EMG. Online EEG 
recordings were referenced to the average of left and right mastoid, filtered at 0.1–200 Hz with a 
60 Hz notch filter, and sampled at 500 Hz.  

 Prenap Implicit Bias Assessments: Participants were tested with the two IATs again to 
measure training effects. The order of the two tests was the same as in the baseline 
measurements, but the word and face stimuli used in each IAT were unique. 

 Sound-Cue-Retrieval Task: This task included 120 trials that were divided into six blocks, 
with trials separated by an interstimulus interval of 1 s. Each trial began with presentation of one 
of the two sounds that were used in the counterbias training tasks. Concurrently with the onset of 
the sound, either a White female face or a Black male face was presented on the left side of the 
monitor, while a science word and a good word were presented on the upper-right or lower-right 
side of the monitor (location of words randomized across trials). Participants were required to 
use a mouse to drag the face to its corresponding word to create a counterbias pair in accordance 
with the sound that was presented. They were told that if they heard the sound from counter–
gender bias training, they were to link the female with the science word, and if they heard the 
sound from counter–racial bias training, they were to link the Black face with the good word. 
This task thus provided further training in associating each sound with its corresponding 
counterbias associations, as well as active training in counterbias face-word associations. It thus 
ensured that the sound-to-bias–type associations were well learned. It is also notable that the 
sounds were presented as a signal to retrieve counterbias information in this task, whereas during 
counterbias training the sounds were presented only after correct responses. We cannot 
determine which aspects of these procedures were most relevant, but the combination was 
apparently effective in strongly linking each sound to a specific type of counterbias training such 
that presenting sound cues during sleep could reactivate the corresponding memory.  

 Nap. Participants were prepared for a 90-min nap session in the same room, with a futon 
pillow, blanket, and sheets supplied. Participants were told that white noise would be played over 
a speaker to block out any environmental noise. When the experimenter observed that the 
participant had entered slow-wave sleep on the basis of standard EEG criteria, a sound cue was 
repeatedly presented; 19 participants received the sound associated with counter–racial bias 
training and 21 received the sound associated with counter–gender-stereotype training. Each 
sound cue lasted for 1 s, with an interstimulus interval of 4 s. The intensity of the cue was similar 
to the background white noise [38–40 db SPL]. Sound cues were halted whenever arousal was 
evidenced in physiological recordings. This sleep phase ended after 90 min unless the participant 
was still in slow-wave sleep (n = 3), in which case additional time was allowed for the slow-
wave sleep stage to end naturally.  
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 Sleep Physiological Analysis. Experimenters who were blind to participants’ results 
conducted all sleep physiological analyses. Continuous EEG traces were down-sampled to 125 
Hz and filtered at 0.5–60 Hz using a two-way least squares finite impulse response (“eeg_filt” 
function) offline. Sleep stages were formally identified offline using standard sleep-scoring 
methods (35).  

 Postnap Implicit Bias Assessments. This session began 10 min after the participant woke 
up from the nap. Participants finished two IATs, the order of which was opposite from baseline 
measurements. After the postnap bias assessments, participants were asked in an open manner 
whether they had heard any sound during sleep other than the white noise. Participants who 
reported that they heard a sound associated with counterbias training were excluded (n =4).  

 Delayed Implicit Bias Assessments. Participants returned to the lab for the two IATs after 
1 week. Implicit biases were assessed using the same methods as used in the postnap implicit 
bias assessment.  

Supplementary Text  

Physiology-behavior correlations  

We calculated cueing advantage effects in several ways. For cued and uncued biases 
separately, we focused on three comparisons: (i) prenap bias minus postnap bias to reflect the 
immediate bias change, (ii) prenap bias minus delayed bias to reflect the persistent bias change 
and (iii) baseline bias minus delayed bias to reflect the persistent bias change. We then 
subtracted the uncued bias change from the cued bias change for each of the three comparisons, 
which yielded a measure for Differential Bias Change. A positive value indicates that cued 
biases were reduced more than uncued biases (i.e., sleep-dependent cueing advantage). Results 
showed that only the baseline-versus-delayed Differential Bias Change values were positively 
correlated with the product of SWS and REM sleep durations [r(38) = 0.450, 95% confidence 
interval (CI): 0.212, 0.658; Fig. 2]. This correlation was highly consistent across sample-1 and 
sample-2 [r(19) = 0.443, 95% CI: –0.001, 0.775, and r(19) = 0.568, 95% CI: 0.220, 0.792, 
respectively]. The variability in scores across participants can also be viewed in a scatterplot of 
IAT results from each test separately (Fig. S1). 

Subsamples 

In both sample-1 and sample-2, we found an impact of memory reactivation during sleep 
on bias reduction. The primary comparison was for prenap versus postnap IAT scores as a 
function of sleep cueing condition (cued/uncued), as shown in Fig. S2. Indeed, cueing one type 
of counterbias training during sleep revealed a selective reduction in implicit bias from prenap to 
postnap, both in sample-1 [F(1,20) = 7.027, P = 0.015, ηp

2 = 0.260] and in sample-2 [F(1,18) = 
7.382, P = 0.014, ηp

2 = 0.291].  

Although prenap biases were not closely matched for cued and uncued conditions in 
sample-2, procedures for these two conditions were identical at this point. The failure to have a 
close match can thus be attributed to the randomization process for sample-2. However, we can 
be confident that the central sleep cueing interaction (Fig. S2; cued/uncued by prenap/postnap) is 
not dependent on prenap differences, because the same interaction was found in sample-1 when 
cued and uncued conditions were closely matched (Fig. S2A). Moreover, prenap differences in 
sample-2 were driven by lower uncued gender bias scores, as shown in Fig. S3. 
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Effects of bias type 

To examine whether bias type (gender vs. race) modulated immediate or delayed sleep 
cueing effects, we conducted two mixed ANOVAs on IAT scores (Fig. S3). Both ANOVAs 
included bias type (gender/race) as a between-subject variable, with cueing (cued/uncued) and 
time (prenap/postnap in the first ANOVA, prenap/delayed in the second ANOVA) as within-
subject variables. Results showed that the three-way interactions were not significant, suggesting 
that bias type did not modulate either the prenap/postnap sleep cueing effect [F(1,38) = 0.212, P 
= 0.648, ηp

2 = 0.006], or the prenap/delayed sleep cueing effect [F(1,36) = 0.006, P = 0.939, ηp
2 

= 0.001].  
 
 

Fig. S1. Individual participant data for each sub-sample for baseline, prenap, postnap and 1-week 
delayed IAT assessments.  
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Fig. S2. Replication of the prenap versus postnap sleep cueing effect in sample-1 and sample-2. 
Cue presentations during sleep led to further bias reduction after a nap in both samples. In 
contrast, no reduction was observed for uncued biases. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM adjusted for 
within-subject comparisons.  

 
Fig. S3. Behavioral data analyzed separated by type of bias. When counter–gender bias training 
was cued, racial bias was uncued; when counter–racial bias training was cued, gender bias was 
uncued. (A) Similar patterns of prenap versus postnap sleep cueing effects were found in both 
cases. (B) Similar patterns of prenap versus delayed sleep cueing effects were found in both 
cases. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM adjusted for within-subject comparisons.  
 

 

Table S1. Sleep stage results. 

Sleep Stage Time (Mean min ± SEM) 
Wake 21.38 ± 3.11 

Stage 1  7.33 ± 0.92 
Stage 2           26.03 ± 1.67 

Slow-Wave Sleep           27.16 ± 2.40 
REM  5.35 ± 0.92 
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